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Abstract
Given a collection of strings, each with an associated probability of occurrence, the guesswork of each of them is their
position in a list ordered from most likely to least likely, breaking ties arbitrarily. Guesswork is central to several applications
in information theory: Average guesswork provides a lower bound on the expected computational cost of a sequential decoder
to decode successfully the transmitted message; the complementary cumulative distribution function of guesswork gives the error
probability in list decoding; the logarithm of guesswork is the number of bits needed in optimal lossless one-to-one source coding;
and guesswork is the number of trials required of an adversary to breach a password protected system in a brute-force attack. In
this paper, we consider memoryless string-sources that generate strings consisting of i.i.d. characters drawn from a finite alphabet,
and characterize their corresponding guesswork. Our main tool is the tilt operation on a memoryless string-source. We show that
the tilt operation on a memoryless string-source parametrizes an exponential family of memoryless string-sources, which we refer
to as the tilted family of the string-source. We provide an operational meaning to the tilted families by proving that two memoryless
string-sources result in the same guesswork on all strings of all lengths if and only if their respective categorical distributions
belong to the same tilted family. Establishing some general properties of the tilt operation, we generalize the notions of weakly
typical set and asymptotic equipartition property to tilted weakly typical sets of different orders. We use this new definition to
characterize the large deviations for all atypical strings and characterize the volume of weakly typical sets of different orders. We
subsequently build on this characterization to prove large deviation bounds on guesswork and provide an accurate approximation
of its probability mass function.
Index Terms
Tilting; Ordering; Guesswork; One-to-One Codes; Rényi Entropy; Information Geometry; Weakly Typical Set.
I. INTRODUCTION
A. Motivation
An early motivation for the study of guesswork is to provide lower bounds on the computational complexity of sequential
decoding [2] where the decoder sequentially examines several paths until it finds the correct coded sequence. Guesswork was
first studied by Massey [3], who showed that average guesswork is lower bounded in terms of the Shannon entropy of the source.
Arıkan [4] considered guesswork on memoryless sources and proved that the moments of guesswork are related to the Rényi
entropy rates of the source in the limit as the strings become long. This has been generalized to ergodic Markov chains [5] and
a wide range of stationary sources [6]. Recently, tighter non-asymptotic bounds on the moments of guesswork were reported
in [7]. Guesswork has also been studied subject to an allowable distortion [8], and subject to constrained Shannon entropy [9].
Hanawal and Sundaresan [10] rederived the moments of guesswork assuming that the logarithm of guesswork satisfies a large
deviations principle (LDP). Christiansen and Duffy [11] established that guesswork satisfies a LDP and characterized the rate
function. They also provided an approximation to the distribution of guesswork using the rate function associated with the
LDP. That LDP for guesswork was subsequently leveraged to provide a new proof of the classical Channel Coding Theorem
and to analyze the performance of a novel, universal maximum likelihood decoding algorithm [12].
In list decoding, rather than declaring one codeword message, the decoder returns a list of size L of possible codewords [13]–
[15]. The error event in list decoding is the event where the message codeword is not returned in the list of the L returned
codewords. For strings of fixed length, as the size of the list grows larger, the probability of error decreases. The list decoder
can be used as an inner code for an outer code that eventually decides the intended message from the returned list of messages
by the inner list decoder. The optimal list decoder returns the L most likely messages given the received codeword. Therefore,
the probability of the error event in the optimal list decoder is characterized by the complementary cumulative distribution
function of guesswork conditioned on the received codeword (see [16], [17]).
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Guesswork can also be used to quantify computational security against brute-force attack [18]. Suppose that a secret string
is drawn from a given process on a finite alphabet, and is used to secure a password-protected system. Further suppose that
the system only grants access if the correct secret string is provided exactly, and does not reveal any information otherwise. If
a brute-force attacker adversary decides to guess the secret string by query, the best strategy at an adversary’s disposal is to
query the possible secret strings from the most likely to the least likely (in terms of minimizing the average number of queries
or maximizing the probability of success using a finite number of queries). In this case, guesswork gives the number of queries
that it would take an attacker to find the secret string using the best strategy. Christiansen et al. [19] studied guesswork over the
weakly typical set and proved that the exponent is strictly smaller than that of a uniform set with the same support size; they
showed that the average guesswork of a password over an erasure channel does not relate to the average noise in general [20];
Christiansen et al. also considered the setting where an attacker wants to guess one or more out of many secret strings drawn
independently from not necessarily identical string-sources [18]. Finally, the idea of guesswork has been extended to the setup
where the probability distribution is unknown [9], [21], [22].
In the context of source coding, it is known that the length of the optimal one-to-one source code (that need not satisfy
Kraft’s inequality) is within one bit of the logarithm of guesswork. The average length of a one-to-one code is related to the
normalized zeroth moment of guesswork or alternatively the expected logarithm of guesswork (see [22]). The source coding
problem without prefix constraint dates back to Wyner [23], who showed that the average codeword length of one-to-one
codes is upper bounded by the entropy. Alon and Orlistky derived a lower bound on the average codeword length in terms of
the Shannon entropy [24], which was recently revisited for other moments of guesswork [25]. Szpankowski [26] derived the
asymptotic average codeword length of one-to-one codes on binary memoryless sources, which was subsequently generalized to
finite-alphabet independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) processes [27], [28], and later studied under a universal setup [22],
[29].
B. Problem setup, definitions, and notation
Let X := (a1, . . . , a|X |) be an ordered set that denotes a finite alphabet of size |X |. We will subsequently use the ordering
on X to break ties for equally likely strings in guesswork (and reverse guesswork). Denote an n-string over X by xn+k−1k =
xkxk+1 . . . xn+k−1 ∈ Xn. Further, let xn = xn1 and for i > n, xni = ∅, where ∅ denotes the null string. Let µn denote
a multinomial probability distribution on the sample space Xn, where µ1 is the corresponding categorical distribution on
X , i.e., µn(xn) =
∏n
i=1 µ
1(xi). We refer to µ := {µn : n ∈ N} as a (memoryless) string-source, also called source. Let
θ = (θ1, . . . , θ|X |) be the parameter vector corresponding to the categorical distribution µ1. That is θi := µ1(ai) = P [X = ai]
for all i ∈ [|X |]. By definition, θ is an element of the (|X | − 1) dimensional simplex of all stochastic vectors of size |X |.
Denote Θ|X | as the |X |-ary probability simplex, i.e., Θ|X | :=
{
θ ∈ R|X |+∗ :
∑
i∈[|X |] θi = 1
}
. We typically reserve upper case
letters for random variables while lower case letters correspond to their realizations. For example, Xn denotes an n-string
randomly drawn from µ while xn ∈ Xn is a realization of the random n-string.
Note that as string lengths become large, the logarithm of the guesswork normalized by string length has been shown to
satisfy a LDP for a more general set of sources [11]. While existing results on guesswork consider the ordering of strings
from most likely to least likely, either unconditionally or conditionally (starting at [4]), or universal guessing orders [21], the
more restrictive assumptions used here enable us to treat, for the first time, the reverse guesswork process. In reverse guessing,
strings are ordered from least likely to most likely, breaking ties arbitrarily. At first glance, consideration of the worst possible
strategy seems to be of limited value, but we will show that is not the case.
Forward guesswork provides good estimates of the likelihood of quickly discovered strings, but we shall demonstrate reverse
guesswork provides better estimates on the likelihood that large numbers of guesses occur. We also establish an inherent
geometrical correspondence between string-sources whose orders are reversed. Amongst other results, we prove that logarithm
of reverse guesswork scaled by string length satisfies a LDP with a concave rate function. The concavity captures the fact that
as one moves along the reverse order the rate of acquisition of probability increases initially. Due to that fact, the approach
employed in [11], which leveraged earlier results on the scaling behavior of moments of guesswork, has no hope of success
and we instead use distinct means.
Definition 1 (information): Let information ınµ : Xn → R+∗ be defined as:1
ınµ(x
n) := log
1
µn(xn)
. (1)
Note that throughout this paper we use log(·) to denote the natural logarithm and hence information is measured in nats as
defined above.
Definition 2 (Shannon entropy): Let Hn(µ) denote the entropy, which is defined as the expected information of a random
n-string, and quantifies the average uncertainty that is revealed when a random n-string drawn from µ is observed:
Hn(µ) := Eµ{ınµ(Xn)} =
∑
xn∈Xn
µn(xn)ınµ(x
n), (2)
1R+∗ := {x ∈ R|x > 0}.
where Eµ{·} denotes the expectation operator with respect to the measure µ. The entropy rate, is denoted by H(µ) and is
given by H(µ) := limn→∞ 1nH
n(µ) = H1(µ).
Definition 3: For any n ∈ N, we define [n] := {1, . . . , n}.
In what follows we put forth two assumptions on the string-source that enable us to prove that the logarithm of reverse
guesswork satisfies a LDP. We will also later characterize the set of string-sources that satisfy the assumptions.
Assumption 1: We assume that µ1(x) > 0 for all x ∈ X , i.e., θi > 0 for all i ∈ [|X |].
Define
ε := min
x∈X
µ1(x), (3)
ε := max
x∈X
µ1(x). (4)
Assumption 1 excludes the boundaries of the probability simplex and ensures that the likelihood of the least likely n-string
scales exponentially with n. In other words, for all n ∈ N, and all xn ∈ Xn
1
n
log
1
µn(xn)
≤ log 1
ε
<∞. (5)
Assumption 2: We assume that arg minx∈X µ1(x) and arg maxx∈X µ1(x) are unique.
Assumption 2 ensures that the most likely and the least likely words are unambiguously determined.
The probability simplex for a ternary alphabet, Θ3, is depicted in Fig. 1, where the green dashed and green solid lines
represent the set of string-sources in Θ3 that do not satisfy Assumption 2. Note that in this case, (|X | − 2) = 1 and
(|X |
2
)
= 3
resulting in three 1-dimensional hyperplanes.
Definition 4 (set MX of string-sources): We denote by MX , the set of all memoryless string-sources on alphabet X that
satisfy Assumptions 1 and 2.
In this paper, we focus our attention to string-sources in MX .
Definition 5 (guesswork/optimal ordering for µ): A one-to-one function Gnµ : Xn → [|X |n] is said to be the optimal ordering
for µ (on n-strings) if
µn(xn) > µn(yn)⇒ Gnµ(xn) < Gnµ(yn), (6)
and further if µn(xn) = µn(yn), then Gnµ(x
n) < Gnµ(y
n) if and only if xn appears prior to yn in lexicographic ordering.
Definition 6 (reverse guesswork/reverse ordering for µ): We define Rnµ(x
n) as the reverse guesswork, given by
Rnµ(x
n) := |X |n −Gnµ(xn) (7)
Note that as defined above, given µ, guesswork and reverse guesswork are unique functions. While guesswork corresponds
to the best guessing strategy for recovering the string xn, reverse guesswork corresponds to the worst guessing strategy for the
string-source µ as it proceeds from the least likely string all the way to the most likely. Hence, the statistical performance of
any other guessing strategy (ordering on n-strings) lies somewhere between that of guesswork and reverse guesswork. As will
become clear later in the paper, our interest in reverse guesswork is mainly due to its usefulness in characterizing the PMF of
guesswork.
Definition 7 (logarithm of forward/reverse guesswork): We define the logarithm of (forward) guesswork gnµ : Xn → [|X |n]
and the logarithm of reverse guesswork rnµ : Xn → [|X |n] as
gnµ(x
n) := logGnµ(x
n), (8)
rnµ(x
n) := logRnµ(x
n), (9)
where Gnµ and R
n
µ are guesswork and the reverse guesswork defined in (6) and (7), respectively.
Definition 8 (varentropy [30]): Let the varentropy, denoted by V n(µ), be defined as
V n(µ) = varµ
{
ınµ(X
n)
}
(10)
where varµ{·} denotes the variance operator with respect to the measure µ. The varentropy rate is denoted by V (µ) and is
given by
V (µ) := lim
n→∞
1
n
V n(µ) = V 1(µ). (11)
Definition 9 (relative entropy): Denote Dn(µ||ρ) as the relative entropy, also referred to as the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence, between the measures µn and ρn, given by
Dn(µ||ρ) :=
∑
xn∈Xn
µn(xn) log
(
µn(xn)
ρn(xn)
)
= nD1(µ||ρ). (12)
Definition 10 (cross entropy): Let the cross entropy, denoted by Hn(µ||ρ), be defined as
Hn(µ||ρ) :=Eµ
{
log
(
1
ρn(Xn)
)}
(13)
=
∑
xn∈Xn
µn(xn) log
(
1
ρn(xn)
)
.
=Hn(µ) +Dn(µ||ρ) (14)
=nH1(µ) + nD1(µ||ρ).
Observe that Hn(µ||µ) = Hn(µ) recovers the Shannon entropy.
As a natural generalization of varentropy and cross entropy, we define cross varentropy in the following definition.
Definition 11 (cross varentropy): Let the cross varentropy, denoted by V n(µ||ρ), be defined as
V n(µ||ρ) :=varµ
{
log
(
1
ρn(Xn)
)}
=
∑
xn∈Xn
µn(xn)
[
log
(
1
ρn(xn)
)
−Hn(µ||ρ)
]2
. (15)
Note that V n(µ||µ) = V n(µ) simplifies to the varentropy. Further note that V n(µ||ρ) = nV 1(µ||ρ) because of our restriction
to i.i.d. string-sources.
An operational interpretation of the cross entropy Hn(µ||ρ) arises in prefix-free source coding, where it is known that,
ignoring the integer constraints on the codeword length, the length of the codeword for the string xn that minimizes the
average codeword length equals ınµ(x
n) = − logµn(xn). In this case, the resulting average codeword length is given by
Eµ{ınµ(Xn)} = Eµ
{
log
1
µn(Xn)
}
= Hn(µ). (16)
Therefore, if a source code is designed for the mismatched string-source ρ, the length of the codeword for xn would be chosen
to be ınρ(x
n). Hence, the average codeword length of the optimal prefix-free source code that is designed to minimize the
average codeword length under the (mismatched) distribution ρ is equal to the cross entropy:
Eµ{ınρ(Xn)} = Eµ
{
log
1
ρn(Xn)
}
= Hn(µ||ρ). (17)
Definition 12 (Rényi entropy): For any distribution µn, let the Rényi entropy of order α, denoted by Hnα(·), be defined
as [31]
Hnα(µ) :=
1
1− α
log
( ∑
xn∈Xn
[µn(xn)]α
)
. (18)
Further, define the Rényi entropy rate of order α (if it exists) as
Hα(µ) := lim
n→∞
1
n
Hnα(µ) = H
1
α(µ). (19)
Note that limα→1Hα(µ) = H(µ), which recovers the Shannon entropy.
C. The tilt
The primary objective of this paper is to develop a tool, called the tilt, for the characterization of guesswork, its moments,
and its large deviations behavior. The tilt operation T on any string-source µ is formally defined below.
Definition 13 (tilted string-source of order α): Let the map T operate on a string-source µ and a real-valued parameter
α ∈ R and output a string-source called “tilted µ of order α”, which is denoted by T (µ, α) and is defined as
T (µ, α) := {T (µn, α) : n ∈ N}, (20)
where T (µn, α) with overloading the notation for all n ∈ N and all xn ∈ Xn is defined as
T (µn, α)(xn) :=
[µn(xn)]α∑
yn∈Xn [µ
n(yn)]α
. (21)
Note that the tilt is a real analytic function of α in R for all µ ∈ MX and all n ∈ N, formally stated in Lemma 7. Tilted µ
of order 1 is the string-source µ itself, i.e., T (µ, 1) = µ. Further, for any µ ∈ MX , T (µ, 0) = uX , where uX is defined as
the uniform string-source on alphabet X such that for all xn ∈ Xn
unX (x
n) :=
1
|X |n
. (22)
Notice that by definition uX 6∈ MX .
Observe that for all n ∈ N, T (µn, α) is a multinomial distribution with the corresponding categorical distribution given by
τ(θ, α) = (τ1(θ, α), . . . , τ|X |(θ, α)), where τi : Θ|X | × R→ Θ|X | for all i ∈ [|X |] is given by
τi(θ, α) :=
θαi∑|X |
ı=1 θ
α
i
. (23)
Let Γ+θ ∈ Θ|X | denote the “tilted family of θ” and be given by
Γ+θ := {τ(θ, α) : α ∈ R+∗}. (24)
Observe that Γ+θ ∈ Θ|X | is a set of stochastic vectors in the probability simplex. Thus, the tilted family of a memoryless
string-source with parameter vector θ is comprised of a set of memoryless string-sources whose parameter vectors belong to
the tilted family of the vector θ, i.e., Γ+θ .
Definition 14 (reversed string-source): We define the reverse of the string-source µ (also called µ-reverse), denoted by
T (µ,−1).
Note that the guesswork corresponding to µ-reverse is exactly the reverse guesswork. As an example, the reverse of a binary
memoryless string-source with parameter vector θ = (p, 1−p) is a binary memoryless string-source with τ(θ,−1) = (1−p, p).
Observe that Rnµ is the optimal ordering (guesswork) for the reverse string source T (µ,−1). Further, Gnµ is the reverse ordering
for T (µ,−1).
Definition 15 (tilted/reverse family of a string-source): Let the set T +µ denote the tilted family of the string-source µ, and
be given by
T +µ := {T (µ, α) : α ∈ R+∗}. (25)
Further, define the reverse family of the string-source as
T −µ := {T (µ, α) : α ∈ R−∗}. (26)
The first notable property of the tilted family of µ is that it parametrizes a standard exponential family of string-sources with α.
In other words, for any n ∈ N, the family of distributions {T (µn, α) : α ∈ R} parametrized by α characterizes an exponential
family of distributions on Xn.
As a working example throughout the paper, we consider a memoryless string-source on a ternary alphabet (|X | = 3) with
the parameter vector θ = (0.2, 0.3, 0.5). The ternary alphabet is general enough to encompass the difficulties of the problem
while simple enough for us to demonstrate the geometric techniques developed in this paper. The ternary probability simplex
is depicted in Fig. 1, where the tilted family Γ+θ is plotted for θ = (0.2, 0.3, 0.5). As can be seen, the tilted family of θ is
a parametric curve that is contained within the 2-dimensional simplex of stochastic vectors. The curve starts arbitrarily close
to the maximum entropy uniform parameter vector θ0 (for α = 0+) and then moves towards one of the zero-entropy corner
points of the simplex corresponding to the most likely symbol as α→∞. We shall show that these properties hold generally
for all string-sources in MX .
As a final note, the tilt is intimately related to the concept of information geometry (see [32]), where several geometric
properties of the Kullback-Leibler divergence (relative entropy) have been studied and their relevance to problems in information
theory have been investigated. In particular, Borade and Zheng applied concepts from information geometry to the analysis of
error exponents [33]; and Huang et al. performed a geometric study of hypothesis testing [34]. This work also builds upon the
insights on the geometry of the probability simplex in the context of information theory and statistics pioneered by Barron,
Clarke, and Cover [35], [36]. The preliminary version of this work relied on the method of types (see [1]) while in this paper
we build on a generalized notion of the weakly typical set, called the tilted weakly typical sets. We believe that the current
treatment may be generalized to a class of stationary ergodic string-sources as discussed in the concluding remarks.
D. Organization and contribution
In Section II, we provide the main properties of the tilt operation. In particular, we characterize the entropy Hn(T (µ, α)),
the cross entropy Hn(T (µ, α)||µ), the relative entropy Dn(T (µ, α)||µ) of the tilited string-source as well as the Rényi entropy
Hnα(µ). These quantities are used in Section V to implicitly characterize the large deviations rate function of the logarithm of
reverse guesswork, the logarithm of (forward) guesswork, and information. We further show that the derivatives (with respect
to the parameter α) of these quantities can be expressed in terms of the varentropy V n(T (µ, α)) and the cross varentropy
V n(T (µ, α)||µ) of the tilted string-source.
In Section III, we define the equivalent order class of a string-source as the set of all string-sources that result in the same
guesswork for all n, and denote this set of string-sources by Cµ. In Theorem 1, we show that the equivalent order class of
µ is equal to the tilted family, i.e., Cµ = T +µ , providing an operational meaning to the tilted family. Further, the set of all
string-sources whose optimal orderings are inverse for µ is equal to T −µ , i.e., CT (µ,−1) = T −µ . This result draws an important
θ
+∞
(1,0,0) (0,1,0)
(0,0,1)
θ
-∞
θ
θ
0
Fig. 1: The solid black lines depict the boundaries of the probability simplex Θ3 of all ternary stochastic vectors, which are
excluded from our analysis as they do not satisfy Assumption 1. The dashed green lines represent the string-sources that do not
satisfy (28) in Assumption 2; and the solid green lines represent the string-sources that do not satisfy (29) in Assumption 2.
The red pentagon marker is the ternary source parameter vector θ = (0.2, 0.3, 0.5); the blue solid curve depicts Γ+θ , i.e., the
tilted family of θ; the red dotted curve depicts Γ−θ , i.e., the reverse family of θ; the yellow diamond marker corresponds to the
uniform parameter vector θ0 = ( 13 ,
1
3 ,
1
3 ); and θ
∞ = (1, 0, 0) and θ−∞ = (0, 0, 1). Note that θ∞ and θ−∞ are only achieved
in the limit and do not belong to either Γ+θ or Γ
−
θ .
distinction between information and guesswork. The string-source µ is uniquely determined if information ınµ(x
n) is provided
for all xn ∈ Xn. On the other hand, it is not possible to recover uniquely the string-source µ if one is provided with the
guesswork Gnµ(x
n) for all strings xn ∈ Xn. Our result shows that one can only determine the string-source up to equivalence
within the tilted family that the source belongs to given the guesswork for all xn ∈ Xn leading to one less degree of freedom.
This result has implications in terms of universal source coding [22], [29] and universal guesswork [9], [21], where the degree
of freedom in the model class determines the penalty of universality, which is called redundancy in source coding.
In Section IV, we generalize the notion of the weakly typical set. The weakly typical set comprises of all strings xn ∈ Xn
such that e−H
n(µ)−nε < µn(xn) < e−H
n(µ)+nε. An important implication of the weakly typical set (known as the asymptotic
equipartition property) is that the typical set roughly contains ≈ eHn(µ) strings each of probability ≈ e−Hn(µ). For sufficiently
large n, the probability of the typical set is close to one, i.e., if a string is randomly drawn from the source it is in the weakly
typical set with high probability. The weakly typical set is used to prove key results in information theory that are dominated
by the typical events, such as the source coding theorem, and the channel coding theorem. Despite the great intuition that
typicality provides on such quantities, the arguments based on typicality fall short in providing intuition on other key quantities
that are dominated by atypical events, such as the error exponents in decoding, and the cut-off rate in sequential decoding. In
Section IV, we consider all strings xn ∈ Xn such that e−Hn(T (µ,α)||µ)−nε < µn(xn) < e−Hn(T (µ,α)||µ)+nε for α ∈ R, which
we define as the tilted weakly typical set of order α and denote by Anµ,α,ε (see Definition 18). We show that for a fixed ε, for
any string xn ∈ Xn, there exists an α such that xn is contained in the tilted weakly typical set of order α. Hence, this notion
could be used to cluster/partition all of the strings xn ∈ Xn based on their likelihoods. In Theorem 2, we derive tight bounds
on the probability, size, guesswork, and reverse guesswork for all elements of the tilted weakly typical set of any order α.
Roughly speaking, for any α ∈ R+∗, we show that Anµ,α,ε contains ≈ eH
n(T (µ,α)) strings where the likelihood of each string
is ≈ e−Hn(T (µ,α)||µ), and the probability of the entire set is ≈ e−Dn(T (µ,α)||µ), and the guesswork for each element in the set
is ≈ eHn(T (µ,α)). For any α ∈ R−∗, we show that Anµ,α,ε contains ≈ eH
n(T (µ,α)) strings where the likelihood of each string is
≈ e−Hn(T (µ,α)||µ), and the probability of the entire set is ≈ e−Dn(T (µ,α)||µ), and the “reverse” guesswork for each element in
the set is ≈ eHn(T (µ,α)). Note that α = 1 recovers the weakly typical set as Hn(T (µ, 1)||µ) = Hn(T (µ, 1)) = Hn(µ), and
for α 6= 1, this provides a generalization of the well-known weakly typical set. This generalization could be used to provide
new insights on understanding and proving results on information theoretic quantities that are dominated by atypical events.
In Section V, we prove that the logarithm of reverse guesswork rnµ(x
n), the logarithm of (forward) guesswork gnµ(x
n), and
information ınµ(x
n) satisfy a LDP and provide an implicit formula for the rate function in each case based on entropy, cross
entropy, and relative entropy. Although some of the results in this section have been previously proved in more generality,
we believe that the machinery built upon the tilt operation in this paper as well as the information theoretic characterization
of the rate functions provide useful intuition in characterizing the large deviations behavior of these quantities. In particular,
the LDP for the logarithm of reverse guesswork could not have been established using the previous methods by Christiansen
and Duffy [11], as the resulting rate function here is concave. The most common way to prove a LDP is the Gärtner-Ellis
Theorem [37, Theorem 2.3.6]. There, one first determines the scaled cumulant generating function of the process of interest,
which identifies how moments scale, and then leverages properties of it to establish the LDP. This approach can only work if
the resulting rate function is convex. Here, that is not the case.
In Section VI, we provide an approximation on the distribution of guesswork that captures the behavior even for small string
lengths. The approximation is built based on the tilt operation, guesswork, and reverse guesswork. We empirically show that
the approximation can be applied to a variety of string-sources to characterize the PMF of guesswork.
Finally, the conclusion is provided in Section VII, where we also present ideas on how to generalize these results beyond
the setting considered in this paper.
II. PROPERTIES OF THE TILTED STRING-SOURCES
In this section, we provide the main properties of the tilt operation that shall be used in proving our results on the
characterization of guesswork. This section may be skipped by the reader and only referred to whenever a particular lemma
is needed.
Lemma 1: For any α, β ∈ R,
T (T (µ, α), β) = T (T (µ, β), α) = T (µ, αβ). (27)
Proof: This is obtained from the definition using algebraic manipulation.
Lemma 2: The optimal ordering for µ is the reverse ordering for T (µ,−1) and the reverse ordering for µ is the optimal
ordering for T (µ,−1).
Proof: The statement is a consequence of the definition.
Lemma 3: For any µ ∈MX ,
lim
α→∞
H(T (µ, α)) = 0, (28)
lim
α→−∞
H(T (µ, α)) = 0. (29)
Proof: The Lemma is a direct consequence of Assumption 2.
Next, we provide a lemma that relates Rényi entropy, Shannon entropy, relative entropy, and cross entropy.
Lemma 4: For any µ ∈MX , and any α ∈ R, the following relations hold:
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)−Hnα(µ) =
1
1− α
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ), (30)
Hn(T (µ, α))−Hnα(µ) =
α
1− α
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ), (31)
where 11−αD
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
∣∣∣
α=1
:= 0.
Proof: To establish (30),
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)−Hnα(µ)−
1
1− α
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ)
=
∑
xn∈Xn
T (µn, α)(xn) log
1
µn(xn)
(32)
− 1
1− α
∑
xn∈Xn
[µn(xn)]α (33)
− 1
1− α
∑
xn∈Xn
T (µn, α)(xn) log
(
[µn(xn)]α/
∑
yn∈Xn [µ
n(yn)]α
µn(xn)
)
(34)
= 0, (35)
where (34) follows from the definition, and (35) holds because the term
∑
yn∈Xn [µ
n(yn)]α in (34) is a constant, and hence (34)
could be decomposed into two terms one of which cancels the right hand side of (32), and the other cancels (33). Finally, (31)
is established by putting together (14) and (30).
Lemma 5: For any µ ∈MX , and any α ∈ R, the following holds:
log
1
T (µn, α)(xn)
−Hn(T (µ, α))
= α
(
log
1
µn(xn)
−Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)
)
. (36)
Proof: The lemma is proved by considering the following chain of equations:
log
1
T (µn, α)(xn)
−Hn(T (µ, α))
= α log
1
µn(xn)
+ log
( ∑
xn∈Xn
[µn(xn)]α
)
−
∑
xn∈Xn
T (µn, α)(xn)
(
α log
1
µn(xn)
+ log
( ∑
xn∈Xn
[µn(xn)]α
))
= α
(
log
1
µn(xn)
−Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)
)
.
Lemma 6: For any µ ∈MX , and any α ∈ R, the following holds:
α2V n(T (µ, α)||µ) = V n(T (µ, α)). (37)
Proof: We have
α2V n(T (µ, α)||µ)
=
∑
xn∈Xn
T (µn, α)(xn)
[
α
(
log
(
1
µn(xn)
)
−Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)
)]2
=
∑
xn∈Xn
T (µn, α)(xn)
[
log
1
T (µn, α)(xn)
−Hn(T (µ, α))
]2
(38)
= V n(T (µ, α)),
where (38) follows from Lemma 5.
Lemma 7: For any string-source µ ∈ MX , for any n ∈ N, T (µn, α) is a real analytic function of α ∈ R. In particular,
d
dαT (µ
n, α) exists; and limα→0 T (µn, α) = unX , where u
n
X is the uniform distribution on Xn.
Proof: The statement follows from the facts that the exponential function is real analytic in its argument and that the
denominator in (21) in the definition of the tilt is non-zero for all α ∈ R. The limit as α→ 0 holds since µn(xn) > 0 for all
xn ∈ Xn by Assumption 1.
Lemma 8: For any string-source µ ∈MX , for any n ∈ N, Hn(T (µ, α)), Dn(T (µ, α)||µ), Hn(T (µ, α)||µ), V n(T (µ, α)),
and V n(T (µ, α)||µ) are continuous and differentiable functions of α ∈ R.
Proof: Note that Hn(ρ), Dn(ρ||µ), Hn(ρ||µ), V n(ρ), and V n(ρ||µ) are continuously differentiable with respect to
ρ ∈ MX , and by Lemma 7, T (µ, α) is also continuous and differentiable with respect to α ∈ R , and hence the overall
composition by considering ρ = T (µ, α) is continuous and differentiable with respect to α ∈ R.
Lemma 9: For any µ ∈MX , and any n ∈ N, and any α ∈ R:
d
dα
T (µn, α)(xn)
= T (µn, α)(xn)
(
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)− log 1
µn(xn)
)
. (39)
Proof: Let
T ′(µn, α0)(x
n) :=
d
dα
T (µn, α)(xn)
∣∣∣∣
α=α0
.
Note that by Lemma 1, we know that for any β > 0:
T (µn, α)(xn) = T
(
T (µn, β),
α
β
)
(xn).
Differentiating both sides with respect to α, for all α0, β > 0 we have
d
dα
T (µn, α)(xn)
∣∣∣∣
α=α0
= T ′(µn, α0)(x
n)
=
d
dα
T
(
T (µn, β),
α
β
)
(xn)
∣∣∣∣
α=α0
=
1
β
T ′
(
T (µn, β),
α0
β
)
(xn)
=
1
α0
T ′ (T (µn, α0), 1) (x
n), (40)
where (40) follows by setting β = α0. In other words, (40) implies that the derivative of a tilt with respect to α can be derived
by taking the derivative at α = 1 and rescaling the derivative evaluated at the tilted distribution. Consequently, to prove the
lemma it suffices to prove that
d
dα
T (µn, α)(xn)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
= µn(xn)
(
Hn(µ)− log 1
µn(xn)
)
, (41)
and then it follows from (40) that for any α 6= 0, we will arrive at the following:
d
dα
T (µn, α)(xn)
=
1
α
T (µn, α)(xn)
(
Hn(T (µ, α))− log 1
T (µn, α)(xn)
)
.
On the other hand, the desired result is obtained by considering Lemma 5, and noting the continuity and differentiability of
T (µn, α) at 0 from Lemma 7 and that of H(T (µn, α)) at 0 from Lemma 8.
To establish (41), note the definition of the tilt in (21) and the fact that the derivative of the numerator with respect to α is
[µn(xn)]α logµn(xn) and the derivative of the denominator with respect to α is -Hn(µ).
Lemma 10: For any µ ∈MX , we have
lim
α→0
1
α2
V n(T (µ, α)) = V n(uX ||µ). (42)
Proof: Observe that
lim
α→0
1
α2
V n(T (µ, α)) = lim
α→0
V n(T (µ, α)||µ) (43)
= V n(uX ||µ),
where (43) follows from Lemma 6, completing the proof.
Lemma 11: For any µ ∈MX , and any α ∈ R,
d
dα
Hn(T (µ, α)) = −αV n(T (µ, α)||µ). (44)
Proof: First, owing to Lemma 8, the derivative of Hn(T (µn, α)) with respect to α exists.
To prove the result for all α 6= 0, it suffices to show that
d
dα
Hn(T (µ, α))
∣∣∣∣
α=1
= −V n(µ) (45)
for any given µ ∈MX . Then, by Lemma 1, T (·, α+ dα) = T (T (·, 1 + dα/α), α) which for α 6= 0 leads to (see (40) in the
proof of Lemma 9 for a more formal statement of this part of the claim):
d
dα
Hn(T (µ, α)) = − 1
α
V n(T (µ, α)).
This, in conjunction with Lemma 6 and continuity and differentiability of Hn(T (µ, α)) with respect to all α ∈ R from
Lemma 8 leads to the desired result.
To show that (45) holds, we have
d
dα
Hn(T (µ, α))
∣∣∣∣
α=1
=
∑
xn∈Xn
d
dα
T (µn, α)(xn)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
log
1
µn(xn)
+
∑
xn∈Xn
µn(xn)
d
dα
log
1
T (µn, α)(xn)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
=
∑
xn∈Xn
µn(xn)
(
Hn(µ)− log 1
µn(xn)
)
log
1
µn(xn)
+
∑
xn∈Xn
µn(xn)
(
log
1
µn(xn)
−Hn(µ)
)
(46)
= Eµ
{(
Hn(µ)− log 1
µn(Xn)
)
log
1
µn(Xn)
}
= −varµ{ınµ(Xn)} = −V n(µ), (47)
where (46) follows from Lemma 9, and (47) follows from the definition of the varentropy in (10). The limit as α → 0 also
follow from Lemma 10.
Lemma 12: For any µ ∈MX and any α ∈ R,
d
dα
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ) = −V n(T (µ, α)||µ). (48)
Proof: We have
d
dα
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)
=
∑
xn∈Xn
d
dα
T (µn, α)(xn) log
1
µn(xn)
=
∑
xn∈Xn
T (µn, α)(xn)
(
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)− log 1
µn(xn)
)
log
1
µn(xn)
(49)
= ET (µ,α)
{(
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)− log 1
µn(Xn)
)
log
1
µn(Xn)
}
= −varT (µ,α){ınµ(Xn)} (50)
= −V n(T (µ, α)||µ),
where (49) follows from Lemma 9, and (50) follows from the definition of information in (1) and cross entropy in (13) leading
to the fact that
ET (µ,α)
{
log
1
µn(Xn)
}
= Hn(T (µ, α)||µ). (51)
Lemma 13: For any µ ∈MX and any α ∈ R,
d
dα
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ) = (α− 1)V n(T (µ, α)||µ). (52)
Proof: Note that from (14),
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ) = Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)−Hn(T (µ, α)).
The lemma then follows by differentiating both sides with respect to α and applying Lemmas 11 and 12 on the right hand
side.
Lemma 14: For any µ ∈MX and any α 6= 1,
d
dα
Hnα(µ) = −
1
(1− α)2
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ), (53)
and
d
dα
Hnα(µ)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
= −1
2
V n(µ). (54)
Proof: To establish (53), consider:
d
dα
Hnα(µ) =
d
dα
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)− d
dα
(
1
1− α
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ)
)
(55)
= − 1
α2
V n(T (µ, α)) +
1
α2
V n(T (µ, α))
− 1
(1− α)2
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ) (56)
= − 1
(1− α)2
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ),
where (55) follows by invoking (30) in Lemma 4, and (56) follows from the chain rule of derivatives.
To establish (54), we have
d
dα
Hnα(µ)
∣∣∣∣
α=1
= lim
α→1
d
dα
Hnα(µ) (57)
= lim
α→1
−Dn(T (µ, α)||µ)
(1− α)2
(58)
= lim
α→1
−
α−1
α2 V
n(T (µ, α))
2(α− 1)
(59)
= −1
2
V n(µ),
where (57) follows from the continuity of the derivative of Hnα(µ) with respect to α, (58) follows from (53), and (59) follows
from L’Hôpital’s rule and Lemma 13.
This result recovers the fact that Rényi entropies are monotonically decreasing with respect to the order, and further characterizes
their rate of change with respect to the parameterization.
Lemma 15: For any µ ∈MX ,
lim
n→∞
1
n
V n(T (µ, α)||µ) = V (T (µ, α)||µ). (60)
lim
n→∞
1
n
Hn(T (µ, α)) = H(T (µ, α)), (61)
lim
n→∞
1
n
Hn(T (µ, α)||µ) = H(T (µ, α)||µ), (62)
lim
n→∞
1
n
Dn(T (µ, α)||µ) = D(T (µ, α)||µ), (63)
lim
n→∞
1
n
Hnα(µ) = Hα(µ), (64)
Further, for all α ∈ R,
d
dα
H(T (µ, α)) = −αV (T (µ, α)||µ), (65)
d
dα
H(T (µ, α)||µ) = −V (T (µ, α)||µ), (66)
d
dα
D(T (µ, α)||µ) = (α− 1)V (T (µ, α)||µ). (67)
d
dα
Hα(µ) = −
1
(1− α)2
D(T (µ, α)||µ), (68)
where D(T (µ, α)||µ) is differentiable with respect to α, and 1(1−α)2D(T (µ, α)||µ)
∣∣∣
α=1
:= 12V (µ).
Proof: The first part of the claim is straightforward as the equalities hold for all n and hence also hold in the limit as
n→∞. The claim in (65) hence follows by invoking Lemma 11. Equations (66) and (67) and (68) are established similarly
considering Lemmas 12, 13, and 14, respectively.
Lemma 16: If µ ∈ MX , then, for all α 6= 0, we have T (µ, α) ∈ MX . In other words, MX is closed under all non-zero
tilts, and hence T +µ , T −µ ⊆MX .
Proof: We need to show that T (µ, α) satisfies Assumptions 1 and 2.
To check Assumption 1, for α ∈ R+∗, we have:
1
n
log
1
T (µn, α)(xn)
=
1
n
log
∑
yn∈Xn [µ
n(yn)]α
[µn(xn)]α
=
1
n
log ∑
yn∈Xn
[µn(yn)]α + log
1
[µn(xn)]α
 . (69)
Further, considering α ≥ 1,
−α log |X | ≤ (1− α) log |X | ≤ 1
n
log
∑
yn∈Xn
[µn(yn)]α ≤ 0, (70)
and for all 0 < α ≤ 1,
0 ≤ 1
n
log
∑
yn∈Xn
[µn(yn)]α ≤ (1− α) log |X | ≤ log |X |. (71)
Thus, for all α ∈ R+∗, by taking the maximum of the upper bounds and the minimum of the lower bounds in (70) and (71),
and applying them to (69), we have
−α log |X |+ α log 1
ε
≤ 1
n
log
1
T (µn, α)(xn)
≤ log |X |+ α log 1
ε
,
where ε and ε are defined in (3) and (4), respectively. On the other hand, for all α ∈ R−∗, we have
1
n
log
1
T (µn, α)(xn)
=
1
n
log ∑
yn∈Xn
[µn(yn)]α + log
1
[µn(xn)]α

≤ 1
n
log
∑
yn∈Xn
εnα
= log |X | − α log 1
ε
.
Thus, for all α ∈ R, we have
1
n
log
1
T (µn, α)(xn)
≤ log |X |+ |α| log 1
ε
<∞. (72)
Next, we need to show that for all α 6= 0,
H(T (µ, α)) > 0.
Due to Lemma 15, H(T (µ, α)) is differentiable with respect to α and its derivative is given by αV (T (µ, α)||µ). On the other
hand, for α > 0, the derivative is strictly positive implying that H(T (µ, α)) is strictly decreasing with respect to α, and hence
it is non-zero for all α > 0. This together with (72) demonstrate that for all α ∈ R, T (µ, α) satisfies Assumption 1.
To show that Assumption 2 holds for the tilted source, we note that for any α > 0, we have
arg min
x∈X
T (µ1, α)(x) = arg min
x∈X
{
(µ1(x))α∑
y∈X (µ
1(y))α
}
= arg min
x∈X
(µ1(x))α
= arg min
x∈X
µ1(x),
which is unique by the fact that µ satisfies Assumption 2. Similarly, we can argue that arg maxx∈X T (µ1, α)(x) is also unique.
On the other hand, for α < 0, we have
arg min
x∈X
T (µ1, α)(x) = arg min
x∈X
{
(µ1(x))α∑
y∈X (µ
1(y))α
}
= arg min
x∈X
(µ1(x))α
= arg max
x∈X
µ1(x),
which is again unique by the fact that µ satisfies Assumption 2. Finally, arg maxx∈X T (µ1, α)(x) is unique by the fact that
arg minx∈X µ
1(x) is unique completing the proof.
III. EQUIVALENT ORDER CLASS
In this section, we characterize the set of all string-sources that induce the same optimal ordering of the strings (from the
most likely to the least likely) on all strings of all lengths.
Definition 16 (order equivalent string-sources): We say two string-sources µ,ρ ∈ MX are order equivalent and denote by
µ ≡ ρ, if for all n ∈ N, Gnµ = Gnρ, i.e., the optimal ordering for µ is also the optimal ordering for ρ.
Note that two string-sources may be order equivalent while they are not necessarily indistinguishable sources. By contrast,
if for all n ∈ N, µn = ρn, then the two are indistinguishable, and we write µ = ρ.
Definition 17 (equivalent order class): The equivalent order class of a string-source µ ∈MX is denoted by Cµ and is given
by Cµ = {ρ ∈MX : ρ ≡ µ}.
We also need another definition that generalizes the weakly typical set.
Definition 18 (tilted weakly typical set of order α): For any α ∈ R, denote by Anµ,α,ε the tilted weakly typical set of order
α with respect to µ, which is the set of all xn such that for an ε ∈ R+∗:
e−H
n(T (µ,α)||µ)−nε < µn(xn) < e−H
n(T (µ,α)||µ)+nε, (73)
where H(·||·) is the cross entropy defined in (13).
Note that in the case of α = 1, Anµ,1,ε is the familiar weakly typical set (see (3.6) in [38]); and Definition 18 generalizes the
weakly typical set for α 6= 1. We shall establish some useful properties of the tilted weakly typical sets in the next section.
Our interest in finding the equivalent order class of a string-source µ lies in the fact that such string-sources are subject to
the same optimal guessing procedure, which renders them equivalent in terms of many problems, such as brute-force password
guessing, list decoding, sequential decoding, and one-to-one source coding.
Theorem 1: For any string-source µ ∈ MX , if ρ ∈ Cµ, then there exists a unique α ∈ R+∗ such that ρ = T (µ, α).
Consequently, the equivalent order class of µ is equal to the tilted family, i.e., Cµ = T +µ . Further, the set of all string-sources
whose optimal orderings are inverse for µ is equal to T −µ , i.e., CT (µ,−1) = T −µ .
Theorem 1 characterizes the set of all string-sources that would result in the same ordering of strings for any length. As
discussed above, these string-sources are called order equivalent as their optimal guesswork procedure is exactly the same.
Theorem 1 establishes that any such order equivalent string-source is necessarily the result of a tilt providing an operational
meaning to the tilted family.
To prove the theorem, we state two intermediate lemmas and a definition.
Lemma 17: For any string-source µ, the equivalent order class of µ contains T +µ , i.e., T +µ ⊆ Cµ.
Proof: To prove the lemma, we need to show that for any α ∈ R+∗, we have T (µ, α) ≡ µ, i.e., T (µ, α) ∈ Cµ. To this
end, we show that Gnµ = G
n
T (µ,α), i.e., G
n
µ is also the optimal ordering on n-strings for T (µ, α). Thus, we need to show that
T (µn, α)(xn) < T (µn, α)(yn)⇒ Gnµ(xn) > Gnµ(yn). (74)
Considering (6), this establishes that Gnµ is the optimal ordering for T (µ
n, α), and hence Gnµ = G
n
T (µ,α). It suffices to show
that for any α ∈ R+∗, we have
µn(xn) > µn(yn)⇔ T (µn, α)(xn) > T (µn, α)(yn). (75)
We show here that
µn(xn) > µn(yn)
⇔ [µn(xn)]α > [µn(yn)]α (76)
⇔ [µ
n(xn)]α∑
zn∈Xn [µ
n(zn)]α
>
[µn(yn)]α∑
zn∈Xn [µ
n(zn)]α
⇔ T (µn, α)(xn) > T (µn, α)(yn), (77)
where (76) holds because α > 0, and (77) follows from the definition of the tilt in (21).
Next, we state a simple lemma about the weakly typical set (which is a special case of the tilted weakly typical sets).
Lemma 18: For any µ ∈MX ,
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,1,ε
}
≥ 1− V
n(µ)
n2ε2
, (78)
|Anµ,1,ε| > eH
n(µ)−nε
(
1− V
n(µ)
n2ε2
)
, (79)
|Anµ,1,ε| < eH
n(µ)+nε. (80)
Proof:
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,1,ε
}
= Pµ {|ıµ(Xn)−Hn(µ)| ≤ nε}
≥ 1− V
n(µ)
n2ε2
, (81)
where (81) follows from Chebyshev’s inequality. Note that Chernoff bounds could be used to establish an exponential decay
in (81) but the weaker bound above is sufficient for our purposes. To derive the lower bound in (79) on the size of the set
Aµ,1,ε, observe that
|Aµ,1,ε| ≥
Pµ{Xn ∈ Aµ,1,ε}
maxxn∈Aµ,1,ε{µn(xn)}
>
1− V
n(µ)
n2ε2
e−Hn(µ)+nε
=
(
1− V
n(µ)
n2ε2
)
eH
n(µ)−nε.
The bound in (80) is established similarly.
Definition 19 (Shannon entropy contour): Let Sh ⊂ MX denote the Shannon entropy contour h, which is the set of all
string-sources in MX whose entropy rate equals h ∈ (0, log |X |), i.e.,
Sh := {µ ∈MX : H(µ) = h}. (82)
Next, we provide the proof of the main result of this section on the equivalent order class of a string-source.
Proof of Theorem 1: To prove the theorem, we take two steps. We first show that one element of the tilted family T +µ is
also contained in the intersection of the Shannon entropy contour and the equivalent order class, i.e., T +µ ∩ Cµ ∩Sh ∈MX is
not empty. We also show that for any string-source µ ∈MX and any h ∈ (0, log |X |), if ρ1,ρ2 ∈MX are in the intersection
of Sh (see Definition 19) and Cµ denoted by Cµ ∩ Sh, then ρ1 and ρ2 are indistinguishable sources, i.e., ρ1 = ρ2. Putting
these two steps together ensures that the intersection Cµ ∩ Sh contains one and only one element, which is a member of the
tilted family by Lemma 17, and completes the proof. The second part of the theorem is proved by invoking Lemma 2 and the
first part of the theorem.
We first show that Cµ ∩ Sh is not empty and contains one element from T +µ . This is carried out by noting the con-
tinuity and monotonicity of H(T (µ, α)) in the parameter α proved in Lemma 7 and noting that H(uX ) = log |X | and
limα→∞H
n(T (µ, α)) = 0.
Next, we proceed the proof of uniqueness by contradiction. Let ρ1,ρ2 ∈ Cµ ∩ Sh be two string-sources that are contained
in the intersection of Sh and Cµ. Note that by Definition 17, ρ1,ρ2 ∈MX . Therefore, by definition as ρ1,ρ2 ∈ Sh, we have
H(ρ1) = H(ρ2) = h,
where h ∈ (0, log |X |) by Definition 19. The claim is negated to assume that ρ1 and ρ2 are not equal, i.e., there exists δ ∈ R+∗
such that for all n ∈ N:
Dn(ρ2||ρ1) = Eρ2
{
log
(
ρn2 (X
n)
ρn1 (X
n)
)}
> 2nδ.
Then, we can decompose the expectation over the weakly typical set and the rest of the strings as follows:
Eρ2
{
log
(
ρn2 (X
n)
ρn1 (X
n)
)}
=
∑
xn∈Anρ2,1,ε
ρn2 (x
n) log
(
ρn2 (x
n)
ρn1 (x
n)
)
+
∑
xn 6∈Anρ2,1,ε
ρn2 (x
n) log
(
ρn2 (x
n)
ρn1 (x
n)
)
. (83)
By Assumption 1 for the string-source ρ1 ∈MX , there exists ε such that
max
xn∈Xn
log
1
ρn1 (x
n)
< n log
1
ε
. (84)
On the other hand, by (78) in Lemma 18, ∑
xn 6∈Anρ2,1,ε
ρn2 (x
n) ≤ V
n(ρ2)
n2ε2
, (85)
Putting together (84) and (85), we have ∑
xn 6∈Anρ2,1,ε
ρn2 (x
n) log
(
ρn2 (x
n)
ρn1 (x
n)
)
≤
∑
xn 6∈Anρ2,1,ε
ρn2 (x
n) log
(
1
ρn1 (x
n)
)
≤ V
n(ρ2)
nε2
log
1
ε
=
V 1(ρ2)
ε2
log
1
ε
, (86)
leading to the fact that the term in (83) is On(1). Using the above in conjunction with the fact that Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anρ2,1,ε
}
≥
1− V
n(µ)
n2ε2 , we conclude that for sufficiently large n:
Eρ2
{
log
(
ρn2 (X
n)
ρn1 (X
n)
)∣∣∣∣Xn ∈ Anρ2,1,ε} > nδ.
Consequently, there exists yn ∈ Anρ2,1,ε such that
log
1
ρn1 (y
n)
> log
1
ρn2 (y
n)
+ nδ. (87)
Since yn ∈ Anρ2,1,ε, by definition, we have
nh− nε ≤ log 1
ρn2 (y
n)
≤ nh+ nε,
which in conjunction with (87) leads to
log
1
ρn1 (y
n)
> log
1
ρn2 (y
n)
+ nδ ≥ nh− nε+ nδ.
By swapping ρ1 and ρ2 and noting that
D(ρ2||ρ1) = 0⇔ D(ρ1||ρ2) = 0,
and repeating similar arguments, we could pick a different sequence ŷn ∈ Xn such that
log
1
ρn2 (ŷ
n)
> nh− nε+ nδ.
and
log
1
ρn1 (ŷ
n)
≤ nh+ nε.
Note that the above holds for any ε ∈ R+∗. By choosing ε to be small enough (smaller than δ/2) we then ensure that for n
sufficiently large, ρn2 (y
n) > ρn2 (ŷ
n) and hence Gnρ2(y
n) < Gnρ2(ŷ
n). Similarly, we can show that for sufficiently large n, we
have ρn1 (y
n) < ρn1 (ŷ
n), which leads to Gnρ1(y
n) > Gnρ1(ŷ
n). Therefore, ρ1 and ρ2 cannot be order equivalent, which is a
contradiction. Hence, it must be true that for any δ ∈ R+∗, for sufficiently large n:
Eρ2
{
log
(
ρn2 (X
n)
ρn1 (X
n)
)}
< nδ,
which directly implies that D(ρ1||ρ2) = D(ρ2||ρ1) = 0, and ρ1 = ρ2, i.e., any two string-sources in the intersection of Cµ
and Sh must be equal, which completes the proof of the uniqueness.
IV. TILTED WEAKLY TYPICAL SET
The main result in this section is a generalization of the asymptotic equipartition property on the weakly typical set concerning
information and guesswork. We call this generalized notion the tilted weakly typical set and define it in Definition 18 in the
previous section. Although these results resemble the asymptotic equipartition property on the weakly typical set, they are
concerned with the large deviations, i.e., atyptical behavior, rather than the typical behavior. We will consequently use these
results in establishing the large deviation properties of guesswork and information in the next section.
We need two more definitions before we can provide the statement of the main result in this section.
Definition 20: For any µ ∈MX , let Bnµ,α,ε ⊂ Anµ,α,ε be a subset such that
∣∣Bnµ,α,ε∣∣ = ⌊ 12 ∣∣Anµ,α,ε∣∣⌋ and for any xn ∈ Bnµ,α,ε
and yn ∈ Anµ,α,ε ∩ Bnµ,α,ε we have T (µn, α)(xn) < T (µn, α)(yn).
Definition 21: For any µ ∈MX , let Dnµ,α,ε ⊇ Anµ,α,ε be defined as follows:
Dnµ,α,ε :=
{
xn ∈ Xn : T (µn, α)(xn) > e−H
n(T (µ,α))−n|α|ε
}
. (88)
Definition 22: For any µ ∈MX , let Enµ,α,ε ⊇ Anµ,α,ε be defined as follows:
Enµ,α,ε :=
{
xn ∈ Xn : T (µn, α)(xn) < e−H
n(T (µ,α))+n|α|ε
}
. (89)
Theorem 2: For any µ ∈MX , any ε ∈ R+∗, and any α 6= 0,
(a) For any xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε,
µn(xn) > e−H
n(T (µ,α)||µ)−nε, (90)
µn(xn) < e−H
n(T (µ,α)||µ)+nε; (91)
(b) For any n ∈ N,
|Anµ,α,ε| >
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
)
eH
n(T (µ,α))−|α|nε, (92)
|Anµ,α,ε| < eH
n(T (µ,α))+|α|nε; (93)
(c) For any n ∈ N, and α ∈ (−∞, 0) ∪ [1,∞),
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε
}
≥ Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
>
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
)
e−D
n(T (µ,α)||µ)−|1−α|nε, (94)
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
≤ Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε
}
≤ e−D
n(T (µ,α)||µ)+|1−α|nε, (95)
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Enµ,α,ε
}
≥ 1− e−D
n(T (µ,α)||µ)+|1−α|nε; (96)
(d) For any n ∈ N, and α ∈ (0, 1],
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Enµ,α,ε
}
≥ Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
>
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
)
e−D
n(T (µ,α)||µ)−|1−α|nε, (97)
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
≤ Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Enµ,α,ε
}
≤ e−D
n(T (µ,α)||µ)+|1−α|nε, (98)
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε
}
≥ 1− e−D
n(T (µ,α)||µ)+|1−α|nε; (99)
(e) For any n ∈ N and any α > 0:
xn ∈ Bnµ,α,ε ⇒
Gnµ(x
n) >
1
2
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
)
eH
n(T (µ,α))−αnε, (100)
xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε ⇒ Gnµ(xn) ≤ eH
n(T (µ,α))+αnε, (101)
xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε ⇐
Gnµ(x
n) ≤
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
)
eH
n(T (µ,α))−αnε, (102)
xn ∈ Enµ,α,ε ⇐ Gnµ(xn) > eH
n(T (µ,α))+αnε. (103)
(f) For any n ∈ N and any α < 0:
xn ∈ Bnµ,α,ε ⇒
Rnµ(x
n) >
1
2
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
)
eH
n(T (µ,α))−|α|nε, (104)
xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε ⇒ Rnµ(xn) ≤ eH
n(T (µ,α))+|α|nε, (105)
xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε ⇐
Rnµ(x
n) ≤
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
)
eH
n(T (µ,α))−|α|nε, (106)
xn ∈ Enµ,α,ε ⇐ Rnµ(xn) > eH
n(T (µ,α))+|α|nε. (107)
Recall that Shannon entropy, cross entropy, and relative entropy are measured in nats throughout this paper. We first provide
a few lemmas that specialize to the typical set, which we use to prove the theorem.
Lemma 19: For any µ ∈MX , let xn ∈ Bnµ,1,ε (see Definition 20). Then,
Gnµ(x
n) >
1
2
(
1− V
n(µ)
n2ε2
)
eH
n(µ)−nε. (108)
Proof: Note that by definition for all xn ∈ Bnµ,1,ε, we have Gnµ(xn) > |Bnµ,1,ε| ≥ 12 |A
n
µ,1,ε|. The proof is completed
noticing the bound in (79).
Lemma 20: For any µ ∈MX , let xn ∈ Dnµ,1,ε (see Definition 22). Then,
Gnµ(x
n) ≤ eH
n(µ)+nε. (109)
Proof: We have
Gnµ(x
n) ≤ |Dnµ,1,ε| (110)
≤ 1
minxn∈Dnµ,1,ε {µn(xn)}
(111)
= eH
n(µ)+nε, (112)
where (110) follows from the definition in (88), (111) follows from the fact that the probability of the set Dnµ,1,ε is upper
bounded by 1, and (112) again follows from the definition in (88).
Lemma 21: Suppose the following holds:
Gnµ(x
n) ≤
(
1− V
n(µ)
n2ε2
)
eH
n(µ)−nε. (113)
Then, xn ∈ Dnµ,1,ε.
Proof: We proceed the proof with contradiction. Suppose that xn 6∈ Dnµ,1,ε. Hence, µn(xn) ≤ e−nH(µ)−nε. Thus,
µn(xn) < µn(yn) for all yn ∈ Anµ,1,ε. Consequently,
Gnµ(x
n) >
∣∣Anµ,1,ε∣∣ > (1− V n(µ)n2ε2
)
eH
n(µ)−nε,
which contradicts the supposition of the lemma in (113).
Lemma 22: Suppose the following holds:
Gnµ(x
n) > eH
n(µ)+nε. (114)
Then, xn ∈ Enµ,1,ε.
Proof: We proceed the proof with contradiction. Suppose that xn 6∈ Enµ,1,ε. Hence, µn(xn) ≥ e−nH(µ)+nε. Thus, µn(xn) >
µn(yn) for all yn ∈ Anµ,1,ε. Consequently,
Gnµ(x
n) < Gnµ(y
n) ≤ eH
n(µ)+nε,
which contradicts the supposition of the lemma in (114).
Next, we provide a lemma of equivalence between tilted weakly typical sets and weakly typical sets of a tilted source, which
we will rely on in proving the main theorem of this section.
Lemma 23: Let µ ∈MX . Then, for all α 6= 0, the following equivalences hold:
Anµ,α,ε = AnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε, (115)
Bnµ,α,ε = BnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε, (116)
Dnµ,α,ε = DnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε, (117)
Enµ,α,ε = EnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε. (118)
Proof: We have
AnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε =
{
xn ∈ Xn :
∣∣∣∣log 1T (µn, α)(xn) −Hn(T (T (µ, α), 1)||T (µ, α))
∣∣∣∣ < |α|nε} (119)
=
{
xn ∈ Xn :
∣∣∣∣ 1α log 1T (µn, α)(xn) − 1αHn(T (µ, α))
∣∣∣∣ < nε} (120)
=
{
xn ∈ Xn :
∣∣∣∣log 1µn(xn) −Hn(T (µ, α)||µ)
∣∣∣∣ < nε} (121)
= Anµ,α,ε,
where (119) follows from Definition 18, (120) follows by noting that T (µ, 1) = µ and Hn(µ||µ) = Hn(µ) and the fact that
α 6= 0, and (121) follows from Lemma 5.
Next, note that (116) follows directly from (115) and Definition 20.
To establish (117) note that:
DnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε =
{
xn ∈ Xn : log 1
T (µn, α)(xn)
−Hn(T (T (µ, α), 1)||T (µ, α)) < |α|nε
}
(122)
=
{
xn ∈ Xn : log 1
T (µn, α)(xn)
−Hn(T (µ, α)) < |α|nε
}
(123)
= Dnµ,α,ε,
where (122) follows from Definition 18, (123) follows by noting that T (µ, 1) = µ and Hn(µ||µ) = Hn(µ) and the fact that
α 6= 0. Finally, the proof for (118) is very similar to that of (117) with all the inequalities reversed, and is omitted for brevity.
Next, we proceed to the proof of Theorem 2.
Proof of Theorem 2: Part (a) is simply a reiteration of Definition 18, which is presented here for the completeness of the
characterization.
To establish Part (b), notice that by Lemma 23, for all α 6= 0, we have AnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε = A
n
µ,α,ε. Part (b) is established by
applying the bounds in (79) and (80) in Lemma 18 to AnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε, and noting that α
2V (T (µ, α)||µ) = V (T (µ, α)) from
Lemma 6.
In Parts (c) and (d), first notice that by definition Anµ,α,ε ⊆ Dnµ,α,ε and Anµ,α,ε ⊆ Enµ,α,ε and hence Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
≤
Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε
}
and Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
≤ Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Enµ,α,ε
}
. Hence, we only need to prove the right hand side inequalities
in the claims.
To prove (94) in Part (c), consider (78) in Lemma 18 applied to AnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε, in conjunction with (115) in Lemma 23:
PT (µ,α)
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
= PT (µ,α)
{
AnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε
}
≥ 1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
. (124)
On the other hand, we have
PT (µ,α)
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
=
∑
xn∈Anµ,α,ε
T (µn, α)(xn)
=
∑
xn∈Anµ,α,ε
[µn(xn)]α∑
xn∈Xn [µ
n(xn)]α
(125)
=
∑
xn∈Anµ,α,ε
µn(xn)[µn(xn)]α−1
e(1−α)H
n
α(µ)
(126)
< e(1−α)(H
n(T (µ,α)||µ)−Hnα(µ))+|α−1|nε
∑
xn∈Anµ,α,ε
µn(xn) (127)
= eD
n(T (µ,α)||µ)+|α−1|nεPµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
, (128)
where (125) follow from the definition of the tilt in (21), (126) follows from the definition of the Rényi entropy in (18), (127)
follows from (90) or (91) applied to [µn(xn)]α−1 depending on the sign of (α− 1), and (128) follows from (30) in Lemma 4.
Putting (124) and (128) together we arrive at the right hand side inequality in (94). Note that all the steps are applicable for
α 6= 0, and hence are also applicable to the case where α ∈ (0, 1]. This also establishes the right hand side inequality in (98)
for Part (d).
In Part (c), the upper bound in (95) would be established as follows. We first note:
PT (µ,α)
{
Xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε
}
= PT (µ,α)
{
DnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε
}
≤ 1. (129)
We also note that (88) in conjunction with Lemma 5 imply that for α > 0:
Dnµ,α,ε =
{
xn ∈ Xn : µn(xn) > e−H
n(T (µ,α)||µ)−nε
}
. (130)
and for α < 0:
Dnµ,α,ε =
{
xn ∈ Xn : µn(xn) < e−H
n(T (µ,α)||µ)+nε
}
. (131)
Thus,
PT (µ,α)
{
Xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε
}
=
∑
xn∈Dnµ,α,ε
µn(xn)[µn(xn)]α−1
e(1−α)H
n
α(µ)
(132)
> e(1−α)(H
n(T (µ,α)||µ)−Hnα(µ))−|α−1|nε
∑
xn∈Dnµ,α,ε
µn(xn) (133)
= eD
n(T (µ,α)||µ)−|α−1|nεPµ
{
Xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε
}
, (134)
where (133) follows from (130) (for α > 1) and (131) (for α < 0) applied to [µn(xn)]α−1, and (134) follows from (30) in
Lemma 4. Putting (129) and (134) together we arrive at the desired upper bound in (95). The upper bound in (98) is achieved
by repeating (132)–(134) for Enµ,α,ε in the case of α ∈ (0, 1] and applying (89).
To establish Parts (e) and (f), we first apply Lemmas 19–22, to the sets BnT (µ,α),1,|α|ε, D
n
T (µ,α),1,|α|ε, and E
n
T (µ,α),1,|α|ε and
notice the equivalences in Lemma 23 to get:
xn ∈ Bnµ,α,ε ⇒ GnT (µ,α)(x
n) ≥ 1
2
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α))
n2α2ε2
)
eH
n(T (µ,α))−|α|nε,
xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε ⇒ GnT (µ,α)(x
n) < eH
n(T (µ,α))+|α|nε,
xn ∈ Dnµ,α,ε ⇐ GnT (µ,α)(x
n) <
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α))
n2α2ε2
)
eH
n(T (µ,α))+|α|nε,
xn ∈ Enµ,α,ε ⇐ GnT (µ,α)(x
n) > eH
n(T (µ,α))+|α|nε.
Parts (e) and (f) then follow by invoking Theorem 1 to notice that for all xn ∈ Xn, GnT (µ,α)(x
n) = Gnµ(x
n) for α > 0 and
GnT (µ,α)(x
n) = Rnµ(x
n) for α < 0, and noting that α2V (T (µ, α)||µ) = V (T (µ, α)) from Lemma 6.
Theorem 2 (a)-(d), for α = 1, reduces to the properties of the weakly typical set for finite-alphabet memoryless sources
(see [38, Theorem 3.1.2]). Part (e) for α = 1 provides a characterization of guesswork for weakly typical strings. For values of
α 6= 1, the theorem further provides an asymptotic equipartition property for atypical strings generated by memoryless sources.
It is well known that several information theoretic quantities, such as the average length of the optimal source coding, and
the channel capacity, could be analyzed through the typical or jointly typical sequences, and the entropy rate of the process
appears as the fundamental performance limit. On the other hand, several other important notions, such as the error exponents
are governed by the rare events comprising of atypical behavior. For different values of α, Theorem 2 describes the large
deviation performance of information and the logarithm of (forward) guesswork, which generalizes the notion of the typical
set. In particular, it also recovers the large deviations performance of the optimal length function for prefix-free source coding
as well. We remark that Theorem 2 could also be used to recover known results that are concerned with rare events in a more
intuitive way. Finally, we expect Theorem 2 to be generalizable to a winder class of stationary ergodic sources in light of the
generalized version of the asymptotic equipartition property proved by Bobkov and Madiman [39], [40].
Note that the tighter non-asymptotic bounds on the moments of guesswork derived in [7] could not be used to fully charac-
terize the distribution of guesswork as in Theorem 2. In particular, for the unlikely half of the sequences, the characterization
involves reverse guesswork which is first studied in this paper.
V. LARGE DEVIATIONS
Thus far, we provided an operational meaning of the tilted family of the string-source in Theorem 1, and generalized the
notion of the weakly typical set to the tilted weakly typical sets that characterize all strings in Theorem 2. Before we use these
tools to provide results on large deviations, we need one more definition.
Definition 23 (Large Deviation Principle): A sequence of random variables {Yn : n ∈ N} taking values in R satisfies the
Large Deviation Principle with rate function J : R → [0,∞] if J is lower semi-continuous and has compact level-sets, and
for all Borel sets B
− inf
t∈B◦
J(t) ≤ lim inf
n→∞
1
n
logP{Yn ∈ B} ≤ lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logP{Yn ∈ B} ≤ − inf
t∈B̄
J(t),
where B◦ is the interior of B and B̄ is its closure.
If the Yn take values in a compact subset K of R, then to establish that {Yn : n ∈ N} satisfies the LDP it is sufficient [37,
Theorem 4.1.11 and Lemma 1.2.18] to prove that the following exists for all t ∈ K
lim
ε↓0
lim inf
n→∞
1
n
logP {Yn ∈ (t− ε, t+ ε)} = lim
ε↓0
lim sup
n→∞
1
n
logP {Yn ∈ (t− ε, t+ ε)} = −J(t),
where ↓ and ↑ denote approaching from above and from below, respectively. Note that all of the processes of interest to us
take values in compact sets, since for all xn ∈ Xn,
1
n
gnµ(x
n) ∈ [0, log |X |], 1
n
rnµ(x
n) ∈ [0, log |X |], 1
n
ınµ(x
n) ∈
[
log
1
ε
, log
1
ε
]
.
Thus, for our purposes it is sufficient to prove that
lim
ε↓0
lim
n→∞
1
n
log
(
1
P {|Yn − t| < ε}
)
= J(t). (135)
Christiansen and Duffy proved that the logarithm of (forward) guesswork,
{
1
ng
n
µ(X
n) : n ∈ N
}
, defined in Definition 7
satisfies a LDP and characterized the rate function as the solution to an optimization problem [11], which is the Legendre-
Fenchel transform of the scaled cumulant generating function. In the rest of this section, we characterize the large deviations
behavior of reverse guesswork, guesswork, and information, respectively, and provide their rate functions in terms of information
theoretic quantities.
A. Reverse guesswork
First, we use the generalization of the typical set and its properties, established in the previous section, to prove that the
logarithm of reverse guesswork satisfies a LDP. We emphasize that the method used by Christiansen and Duffy [11] would
not lead to proving a LDP for the logarithm of reverse guesswork because the resulting rate function is non-convex as will be
proved later in this section.
Theorem 3: For any µ ∈ MX , the sequence
{
1
nr
n
µ(x
n) : n ∈ N
}
satisfies a LDP, and the corresponding rate function is
implicitly given by
Jrµ(t) = D(T (µ, α
r
µ(t))||µ), (136)
where
αrµ(t) = argα∈R−∗ {H(T (µ, α)) = t} . (137)
Proof: Consider αrµ(t) defined in (137) implying that H(T (µ, α
r
µ(t))) = t. Hence, for sufficiently large n,
Pµ
{∣∣∣∣ 1n logRnµ(Xn)− t
∣∣∣∣ < ε} = Pµ{∣∣∣∣ 1n logRnµ(Xn)−H(T (µ, αrµ(t)))
∣∣∣∣ < ε}
= Pµ
{∣∣logRnµ(Xn)−Hn(T (µ, αrµ(t)))∣∣ < nε}
≤ Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Dnµ,αrµ(t),(2ε)/αrµ(t)
}
(138)
≤ e−D
n(T (µ,αrµ(t))||µ)+2
|1−αrµ(t)|
αrµ(t)
nε
, (139)
where (138) holds because (106) ensures that for sufficiently large n we have{
xn :
∣∣logRnµ(xn)−Hn(T (µ, αrµ(t)))∣∣ < nε} ⊆ Dnµ,αrµ(t),(2ε)/αrµ(t),
and hence
Pµ
{
xn :
∣∣logRnµ(xn)−Hn(T (µ, αrµ(t)))∣∣ < nε} ≤ Pµ {Xn ∈ Dnµ,αrµ(t),(2ε)/αrµ(t)} ,
and (139) is a direct application of the upper bound in (98) to Dnµ,αrµ(t),2ε/αrµ(t). Consequently,
1
n
log
(
1
Pµ
{∣∣ 1
n logR
n
µ(X
n)− t
∣∣ < ε}
)
≥ 1
n
Dn(T (µ, αrµ(t))||µ)− 2
|1− αrµ(t)|
αrµ(t)
ε.
Taking limits as n→∞ and letting ε ↓ 0 would lead to
lim
ε↓0
lim
n→∞
1
n
log
(
1
Pµ
{∣∣ 1
n logR
n
µ(X
n)− t
∣∣ < ε}
)
≥ D(T (µ, αrµ(t))||µ). (140)
Next, we will show that the left hand side of (140) is also upper bounded by D(T (µ, αrµ(t))||µ). We have
Pµ
{∣∣∣∣ 1n logRnµ(Xn)− t
∣∣∣∣ < ε} = Pµ {∣∣logRnµ(Xn)− nH(T (µ, αrµ(t)))∣∣ < nε}
≥ Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Bnµ,αrµ(t),ε/(2αrµ(t))
}
(141)
≥ e−D
n(T (µ,αrµ(t))||µ)−
|1−αrµ(t)|
2αrµ(t)
nε
, (142)
where (141) holds because (104) and (105) ensure that
Bnµ,αrµ(t),ε/(2αrµ(t)) ⊆
{
xn :
∣∣logRnµ(xn)−Hn(T (µ, αrµ(t)))∣∣ < nε} ,
and (142) is due to the lower bound in (94). Hence, following steps similar to the previous case, we have
lim
ε↓0
lim
n→∞
1
n
log
(
1
Pµ
{∣∣ 1
n logR
n
µ(X
n)− t
∣∣ < ε}
)
≤ D(T (µ, αrµ(t))||µ),
which in conjunction with (140) completes the proof.
The parametric representation of the rate function allows us to readily deduce some of the properties of the rate function.
Theorem 4: The LDP rate function Jrµ(t) associated with the logarithm of the reverse guesswork is a concave function of
t, with its first and second derivatives given by
d
dt
Jrµ(t) =
1− αrµ(t)
αrµ(t)
, (143)
d2
dt2
Jrµ(t) =
1
αrµ(t)V (T (µ, α
r
µ(t)))
. (144)
It also satisfies the following properties:
lim
t↓0
d
dt
Jrµ(t) = −1, (145)
lim
t↑log |X |
d
dt
Jrµ(t) = −∞, (146)
lim
t↓0
d2
dt2
Jrµ(t) = 0, (147)
lim
t↑log |X |
d2
dt2
Jrµ(t) = −∞. (148)
Proof: To establish (143), note that since Jrµ(·) could be implicitly defined as given in Theorem 3, and hence its derivative
is given by the chain rule
d
dt
Jrµ(t) =
dαrµ(t)
dt
d
dα
D(T (µ, α)||µ)
∣∣∣∣
α=αrµ(t)
(149)
=
d
dαD(T (µ, α)||µ)
d
dαH(T (µ, α))
∣∣∣∣∣
α=αrµ(t)
=
αrµ(t)− 1
αrµ(t)
, (150)
where (149) follows from the chain rule, and (150) follows from the implicit function theorem implying that
dαrµ(t)
dt
=
1
d
dαH(T (µ, α))
∣∣∣∣∣
α=αrµ(t)
. (151)
Invoking Lemmas 11 and 13 to calculate the numerator and denominator in (150) would lead to the desired result in (143).
To establish (144), note that
d2
dt2
Jrµ(t) =
d
dt
{
d
dt
Jrµ(t)
}
=
d
dt
{
αrµ(t)− 1
αrµ(t)
}
(152)
=
dαrµ(t)
dt
d
dα
{
α− 1
α
}∣∣∣∣
α=αrµ(t)
(153)
=
d
dα
α−1
α
d
dαH(T (µ, α))
∣∣∣∣∣
α=αrµ(t)
=
1
αrµ(t)V (T (µ, α
r
µ(t)))
, (154)
where (152) follows from (143), (153) follows from the application of the implicit function theorem in (151), and (154) follows
from Lemma 11, leading to the desired result in (144).
Equations (145) and (147) are derived by noting that the limit as t ↓ 0, would be equivalent to the limit as α→ −∞ in the
parametric form. Similarly, equations (146) and (148) are derived by noting that the limit as t ↑ log |X |, would be equivalent
to the limit as α ↑ 0 in the parametric form. Finally note that the concavity of Jrµ(t) is evident as d
2
dt2 J
r
µ(t) > 0 from (144)
for all α < 0.
B. Guesswork
The same proof methodology used for the logarithm of reverse guesswork leads us to establish a LDP for the logarithm of
(forward) guesswork. Although this result is already proved by Christiansen and Duffy [11], we further provide the implicit
characterization of the rate function of the logarithm of guesswork for all string-sources in MX using information theoretic
quantities.
Theorem 5: For any µ ∈MX , the sequence
{
1
ng
n
µ(X
n) : n ∈ N
}
satisfies the large deviations principle with rate function
Jgµ. The rate function is implicitly given by
Jgµ(t) = D(T (µ, α
g
µ(t))||µ), (155)
where
αgµ(t) := argα∈R+∗ {H(T (µ, α)) = t} . (156)
Further, Jgµ(0) = limα→∞D(T (µ, α)||µ) and Jgµ(log |X |) = D(uX ||µ), where uX is the uniform string-source on the
alphabet X (see (22)).
Proof: The steps of the proof are very similar to the steps of the proof of Theorem 3 except that in this case α > 0, and
we will be invoking the bounds on Gnµ in (100)–(102). We will also need to separate the α ∈ (0, 1) case and use the bounds
on Enµ,α,ε instead of Dnµ,α,ε.
Next, we use Theorem 5 to establish some properties of the rate function for the logarithm of guesswork.
Theorem 6: The rate function Jgµ(·) associated with the logarithm of guesswork is a convex function of its argument, and
particularly its first and second derivatives are given by
d
dt
Jgµ(t) =
1− αgµ(t)
αgµ(t)
, (157)
d2
dt2
Jgµ(t) =
1
αgµ(t)V (T (µ, α
g
µ(t)))
. (158)
Further, the following properties are satisfied:
lim
t↓0
d
dt
Jgµ(t) = −1, (159)
lim
t↑log |X |
d
dt
Jgµ(t) = +∞, (160)
lim
t↓0
d2
dt2
Jgµ(t) = 0, (161)
lim
t↑log |X |
d2
dt2
Jgµ(t) = +∞. (162)
Proof: The proof steps are similar to that of the proof of Theorem 4. We only point out the differences here. The limit
as t ↑ log |X |, would be equivalent to the limit as α ↓ 0 in the parametric form. The covexity of Jgµ(t) is proved by noting
that d
2
dt2 J
g
µ(t) > 0 from (158) for all α > 0.
C. Information
Next, we state a result on the large deviations of information. This result could be viewed as a generalization of the Shannon-
McMillan-Breiman Theorem [41], [42] and the characterization of the exponential rate of decay for the probability of atypical
strings (see [40] for a survey on the recent results on that front).
Theorem 7: For any µ ∈ MX , the sequence
{
1
n ı
n
µ(X
n) : n ∈ N
}
satisfies a LDP, and the rate function is implicitly given
by
J ıµ(t) = D(T (µ, α
ı
µ(t))||µ), (163)
where
αıµ(t) = argα∈R {H(T (µ, α)||µ) = t} . (164)
Proof: First notice that for any α 6= 0 we have:{
xn :
∣∣∣∣ 1nınµ(xn)−H(T (µ, α)||µ)
∣∣∣∣ < ε} = {xn : e−Hn(T (µ,α)||µ)−nε < µn(xn) < e−Hn(T (µ,α)||µ)+nε}
=
{
xn : xn ∈ Anµ,α,ε
}
. (165)
Now, consider αıµ(t) defined in (164) implying that H(T (µ, α
ı
µ(t)||µ) = t.
Pµ
{∣∣∣∣ 1nınµ(Xn)− t
∣∣∣∣ < ε} = Pµ{∣∣∣∣ 1nınµ(Xn)−H(T (µ, αıµ(t))||µ)
∣∣∣∣ < ε}
= Pµ
{
Xn ∈ Anµ,αıµ(t),ε
}
(166)
< e−D
n(T (µ,αıµ(t))||µ)+|1−α
ı
µ(t)|nε, (167)
where (166) follows from (165), and (167) is a direct application of the upper bound in (95). Consequently,
1
n
log
(
1
Pµ
{∣∣ 1
n ı
n
µ(X
n)− t
∣∣ < ε}
)
≥ 1
n
Dn(T (µ, αıµ(t))||µ)− |1− αıµ(t)|ε.
Taking limits as n→∞ and letting ε ↓ 0 would lead to
lim
ε↓0
lim
n→∞
1
n
log
(
1
Pµ
{∣∣ 1
n ı
n
µ(X
n)− t
∣∣ < ε}
)
≥ D(T (µ, αıµ(t))||µ). (168)
The rest of the proof entails showing that the above limit is upper bounded by D(T (µ, αıµ(t))||µ). We have
Pµ
{∣∣∣∣ 1nınµ(Xn)− t
∣∣∣∣ < ε} = Pµ {Xn ∈ Anµ,αıµ(t),ε}
>
(
1− V
n(T (µ, α)||µ)
n2ε2
)
e−D
n(T (µ,αıµ(t))||µ)−|1−α
ı
µ(t)|nε, (169)
where (169) is a direct application of the upper bound in (94). Hence, following steps similar to the previous case, we have
lim
ε↓0
lim
n→∞
1
n
log
(
1
Pµ
{∣∣ 1
n ı
n
µ(X
n)− t
∣∣ < ε}
)
≤ D(T (µ, αıµ(t))||µ).
which in conjunction with (168) completes the proof.
The above theorem on large deviations of information also lets us establish some properties of information.
Definition 24 (min(max)-cross entropy): For any µ ∈MX , the min-cross entropy is defined as
t−µ := lim
α→+∞
H(T (µ, α)||µ), (170)
and the max-cross entropy is defined as
t+µ := lim
α→−∞
H(T (µ, α)||µ). (171)
Roughly speaking, the likelihood of the most likely string scales like e−t
−
µn. In words, the likelihood of the most likely string
scales exponentially with n and the exponent of the scaling is the negative min-cross entropy. Similarly, the likelihood of the
least likely string scales as e−t
+
µn. By definition, for any xn ∈ Xn, up to a multiplicative (1 + on(1)) term, we have
t−µ ≤
1
n
log
1
µn(xn)
≤ t+µ . (172)
Thus, the normalized negative log-likelihood is bounded between the min-cross entropy and the max-cross entropy. Equipped
with this definition, we will characterize the properties of the rate function for information in the next theorem.
Theorem 8: The information rate function J ıµ is a convex function, and its first two derivatives are given by
d
dt
J ıµ(t) = 1− αıµ(t), (173)
d2
dt2
J ıµ(t) =
αıµ(t)
2
V (T (µ, αıµ(t)))
. (174)
Further, it satisfies the following properties:
lim
t↓t−µ
d
dt
J ıµ(t) = −∞, (175)
lim
t→log |X |
d
dt
J ıµ(t) = 1, (176)
lim
t↑t+µ
d
dt
J ıµ(t) = +∞, (177)
lim
t↓t−µ
d2
dt2
J ıµ(t) = +∞, (178)
lim
t→log |X |
d2
dt2
J ıµ(t) =
1
V (uX ||µ)
, (179)
lim
t↑t+µ
d2
dt2
J ıµ(t) = +∞, (180)
where t−µ and t
+
µ are the min-cross entropy and the max-cross entropy, respectively, as in Definition 24.
Proof: To establish (173), note that J ıµ could be implicitly defined as given in Theorem 5, and thus its derivative would
be given by
d
dt
J ıµ(t) =
d
dαD(T (µ, α)||µ)
d
dαH(T (µ, α)||µ)
∣∣∣∣∣
α=αıµ(t)
, (181)
invoking the implicit function theorem similar to the proof of Theorem 4. Invoking Lemmas 12 and 13 to calculate the
numerator and denominator in (181) would lead to (173).
To establish (174), note that applying the implicit function theorem we get
d2
dt2
J ıµ(t) =
d
dt
d
dt
J ıµ(t) =
d
dα (1− α)
d
dαH(T (µ, α)||µ)
∣∣∣∣∣
α=αıµ(t)
. (182)
The desired result is obtained by applying Lemma 12 to the denominator of (182).
The rest of the properties are established by noting the definition of t−µ and t
+
µ in Definition 24 and considering the limits
as α→ +∞ and α→ −∞, respectively.
VI. APPROXIMATION OF THE PROBABILITY MASS FUNCTION OF GUESSWORK
Thus far, we provided some results on the asymptotic scaling of guesswork. In this section, we would like to provide more
practical results that would be applicable for small sequences in practice. Inspired from the characterization of guesswork
using the tilt, we provide an approximation formula that is accurate even when the length n is small. Our justification mostly
relies on Theorem 2 where we employ additional insights to compensate the impact of the finite sequence length. The main
contribution of this section is the following set of approximation formulas.
Approximation 1: For any µ ∈MX , the size of the tilted weakly typical set of order α 6= 0 can be approximated by:
|Anµ,α,ε| ≈
1− e−2αnε√
2πV n(T (µ, α))
eH
n(T (µ,α))+αnε (183)
Approximation 2: For any µ ∈ MX , and for any xn such that µn(xn) = e−H
n(T (µ,α)||µ) for some α ∈ R+∗, we can
approximately express its guesswork as
Gnµ(x
n) ≈ e
Hn(T (µ,α))√
π
2V
n(T (µ, α)) +
√
π
2V
n(T (µ, α)) + 4
. (184)
Furthermore, for any xn such that µn(xn) = e−H
n(T (µ,α)||µ) for some α ∈ R−∗, the reverse guesswork is approximately
given by
Rnµ(x
n) ≈ e
Hn(T (µ,α))√
π
2V
n(T (µ, α)) +
√
π
2V
n(T (µ, α)) + 4
. (185)
Alternatively, guesswork can be approximated by
Gnµ(x
n) = |X |n −Rnµ(xn)
≈ |X |n − e
Hn(T (µ,α))√
π
2V
n(T (µ, α)) +
√
π
2V
n(T (µ, α)) + 4
. (186)
Finally, for any xn such that µn(xn) = e−H
n(uX ||µ), the guesswork would be approximated as
Gnµ(x
n) ≈ 1
2
|X |n. (187)
Justification: We have
Gnµ(x
n) ≈
∫ ∞
0
1√
2πV n(T (µ, α))
eH
n(T (µ,α))−t− 1
2V n(T (µ,α))
t2dt (188)
=
1
2
exp
(
1
2
V n(T (µ, α))
)
erfc
(√
1
2
V n(T (µ, α))
)
exp (Hn(T (µ, α))) (189)
≈ e
Hn(T (µ,α))√
π
2V
n(T (µ, α)) +
√
π
2V
n(T (µ, α)) + 4
, (190)
where (188) follows because of the Laplace’s method, (189) follows the definition of erfc(·), and (190) follows by applying
the lower bound in [43].
In the rest of this section, we provide numerical examples to show the effectiveness of the approximation formulas in
Approximation 2. We will also plot their asymptotic properties, such as the large deviations performance of the logarithm of
guesswork using the formulas derived in the previous sections. To this end, we formally define the four string-sources that
will be used in the numerical experiments. The subscript in the following definitions denotes the alphabet size.
The first example is a binary string-source.
Definition 25 (string-source S8): Let S2 refer to a Bernoulli source on alphabet on a binary alphabet with parameter vector
(categorical distribution) θ = (0.2, 0.8). We will use the notation S2,n to denote a source with output of length n.
The next string-source is the ternary memoryless source used as the working example throughout the paper.
Definition 26 (string-source S3): Let S3 refer to a memoryless string-source alphabet X = {a, b, c} of size |X | = 3 with
parameter vector (categorical distribution) θ = (0.2, 0.3, 0.5).
Our last working example is a 77-ary source that is inspired from the true distribution of characters in password databases.
Definition 27 (string-source S77): Let S77 refer to a memoryless string-source alphabet size |X | = 77 where the parameter
vector (categorical distribution) is inspired from the empirical distribution of characters in passwords from [44].
We let Xn be a random string of length n that will be drawn from the string-source Si where i will be clear from the
context. The approximations of the probability are plotted in Fig. 2, where we have chosen the sequence length to be n = 8.
As can be seen the approximations in (184) and (186) collectively approximate well the distribution of guesswork for different
string-sources with very good accuracy even for small sequence lengths. Note that it is straightforward to calculate the formulas
provided in Approximation 2 for any memoryless process by sweeping α over the real line.
In Fig. 3, we further plot the rate functions Jgµ, J
r
µ, and J
ı
µ for string-sources S2, S3, and S77. As can be seen, J
g
µ(t)
and J ıµ(t) are convex functions of t whereas J
r
µ(t) is a concave function of t (as has already been proved). The rest of the
properties of the rate functions could also be verified numerically and are observable from the plots.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK
Guesswork is an important element of information theory that is intimately related to famous problems in information
theory, such as the distribution of the length of one-shot source coding, the computational complexity of sequential decoding,
the probability of error in list decoding, and the quantification of computational security against brute-force attacks. In this
paper, we defined the tilt operation, leading to derivation of tight bounds and accurate approximations to the distribution, and
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Fig. 2: The approximation on the distribution of the guesswork for string-sources S2, S3, and S77. Note that S2,8 denotes
strings of length n = 8 and S2,25 denotes strings of length n = 25. The string length for S3 and S77 are chosen to be n = 8
and n = 4 respectively. The pink curve represents the probability mass function of guesswork on the |X |n strings; the blue
curve is the approximation derived from the forward path in (184); and the red curve is the approximation derived from the
reverse path in (186).
the large deviations behavior of guesswork. Using the tilt operation, we characterized the tilted family of a string-source and
established several main properties of the tilted family. In particular, we showed that the set of all string-sources that result in
the same ordering of all strings from the most likely to the least likely coincides with the tilted family of the string-source. We
also used the tilted family of the string-source to characterize the large deviations behavior of the logarithm of forward/reverse
guesswork and information. Finally, we provided an approximation formula for the PMF of guesswork and established its
effectiveness using several numerical examples.
While this paper was focused on memoryless string-sources, future work would naturally consider a richer set of stationary
ergodic string-sources, such as Markov or hidden Markov processes, or other mixing processes. This research direction appears
promising, as empirically comparing actual distributions and the approximations that are obtained by applying our approximation
formulas to Markov or hidden Markov string-sources yield excellent concordance. To illustrate this point, let us define two
string-sources as follows.
Definition 28 (string-source SM3 ): Let S
M
3 refer to a first order Markov source on alphabet X = {a, b, c} of size |X | = 3
with transition matrix TM3 given by
TM3 =
 0.7 0.1 0.20.2 0.3 0.5
0.3 0.6 0.1
 ,
and where the initial distribution is chosen to be the stationary distribution of the chain.
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Fig. 3: The LDP rate function for S2, S3, and S77. The solid blue curve represents Jgµ; the dashed red curve represents J
r
µ;
and the dotted green curve represents J ıµ.
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Fig. 4: The approximation on the distribution of the guesswork for string-sources SM3 and S
H
3 . The string length is n = 8.
The pink staircase represents the probability mass function of guesswork on the 38 strings; the blue curve is the approximation
derived from the forward path in (184); and the red curve is the approximation derived from the reverse path in (186).
Definition 29 (string-source SH3 ): Let S
H
3 refer to a hidden Markov string-source on alphabet X = {a, b, c} of size |X | = 3
with hidden states d and e, with 2× 2 transition matrix TH3 given by
TH3 =
(
0.8 0.2
0.4 0.6
)
and the emission probabilities are grouped in the matrix EH3 below.
EH3 =
(
0.1 0.3 0.6
0.2 0.6 0.2
)
.
In Fig. 4, we use the formulas (184) and (186) to provide an approximation on the distribution of guesswork. Note that in
this case we have used the entropy and varentropy of the words rather than the rates in order to obtain the approximation.
We observe that the formulas provide accurate approximations on the distribution of guesswork even for a hidden Markov
source with infinite memory, and we conclude that the generalizing techniques developed in this paper is a direction for further
work that is solidly motivated by empirical evidence. Moreover, from a heuristic perspective, our guesswork approximation
techniques may provide some indicative information regarding guesswork for more sources beyond memoryless string-sources,
even though the analysis currently does not provide guarantees.
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